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REGION TEN TRUSTEE REPORT
The theme of this issue is

“Going to any Lengths”.  What
a wonderful challenge that is
to me. I heard that message
in meetings in early days and
recall not being sure.  What
if I was asked to be a
missionary? These days the
question I ask myself is, “Am
I willing to carry the message of
recovery at every available
opportunity?” The best way for
me to answer that question is,
“Yes; to the best of my ability I
believe I am.” In this fellowship
I have found a solution to my
eating and my living problem.
By the grace of God I have
had the obsession and
compulsion to eat removed. I
now eat to fuel my body. In
between meals I can get on
with life, do the next thing in
front of me. I attend meetings
regularly to carry, as well as
hear, the message, to maintain
my spiritual condition, to take
the treatment for my disease.

have faith that I will continue
to be taken care of by a God
of my understanding as has
been the case so far.  As a
direct result of the
programme, I no longer have
a diagnosis of “depressive
disorder.” I am able to be self
supporting by going to work
every day, unlike the seven or
so years leading up to
recovery. I am able to be of
service to God and others and
to a large extent have been
relieved of that crippling self
centeredness and self pity that
is at the core of our disease. I
am grateful to OA. Just for
today, I believe I am prepared
to go to any lengths.

News Sheet brings you information
from different groups and members

about events and activities in Region Ten.

I know  that I am not cured
of this disease. I have been
given a daily reprieve, and so
long as I  continue to take the
treatment for my disease I

Assembly 2007 is well and
truly behind us now but I
would like to take the
opportunity once again to
thank Sydney Intergroup and
their organising committee.
Organising our annual Region
Ten Assembly requires
commitment from the hosting
Intergroup and committee
members. The opportunity to
meet together at Region
Assemblies, to give service

The 7th Tradition pamphlet has
been revised after a lot of work by
several different committees. It will not
go to print until after WSBC 2008 at
which time it will be known whether
or not “Virtual Service Boards”
become a new part of our service
structure. If so these details will be
included in the pamphlet. One of the
revisions in the pamphlet is a move
away from the emphasis on the 60/30/
10 suggested split. Rather than the
suggested split, it is acknowledged that
many groups find this a helpful
suggestion yet groups may contribute
according to the informed group

A policy adopted, also of particular
relevance to those of us outside the
US, is to ensure new publications,
publicity material and new layouts of
existing literature will include metric
as well as US measurements.

Improvements to www.oa.org are
being investigated. Comparisons
between how other Twelve Step
Fellowships list their meetings were
discussed. Currently new software is
being looked at to ensure reliably
accurate updating of meetings detail
occurs. You might be interested to
know that World Service Office
receives on average 100 changes to
meeting details per day.

At the time of writing Perth
Intergroup Assembly and Convention
organising committee are busy
preparing their budget in order to
confirm registration fees.

As I write, I have just returned from
the February Board of Trustees
meetings, held as per usual in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Several
new pieces of literature were approved
and will be available to the fellowship
soon. Thanks to those of you who were
able to provide feedback to me about
the new pamphlet Is Food A Problem
For You? This was approved and
hopefully will be available in time for
World Service Business Conference
(WSBC) this year. It is intended for
Public Information purposes and to
attract the newcomer. The other new
piece of literature approved was Budget
Guidelines for Service Bodies, designed
to support service bodies with their
budgeting processes.

is something that our service structure
allows us to do and is not to be taken
for granted. Thank you, Sydney
Intergroup.

conscience in their area. As well, it is
acknowledged that some groups
contribute their entire surplus to
intergroup, allowing that service body
to contribute to the wider fellowship.
Both revisions are particularly relevant
to those of us in Region Ten.

always with the aim of carryingalways with the aim of carryingalways with the aim of carryingalways with the aim of carryingalways with the aim of carrying
the message to the compulsive eaterthe message to the compulsive eaterthe message to the compulsive eaterthe message to the compulsive eaterthe message to the compulsive eater

In love and service
Di C.
Region Ten Trustee

While September is a wee way off,
saving now in order to attend and
share our experience, strength and
hope supporting the Perth OA
fellowship is to be encouraged.

This will be our 15This will be our 15This will be our 15This will be our 15This will be our 15ththththth annual annual annual annual annual
Assembly and Convention andAssembly and Convention andAssembly and Convention andAssembly and Convention andAssembly and Convention and

our first visit to Perth.our first visit to Perth.our first visit to Perth.our first visit to Perth.our first visit to Perth.
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REGION TEN CHAIR REPORT

Region Ten Assembly 2007 in Sydney seems quite some time ago. Since
then we have all had the opportunity to read the wonderful special issue of
News Sheet produced in December, which focused on Service. This issue of
News Sheet is an opportunity for me to both update the fellowship on what
happened at Assembly and to thank Sydney Intergroup for hosting the Assembly
last October. It was a very enjoyable and successful event.

Assembly 2007 saw changes to all
the positions on the Board; it was Di
Cockburn’s first in her new role as our
Region Trustee, I was elected into the
vacated Chair position and Cath
Gettins from Rotorua was elected as
our Secretary. Although the position
of Treasurer was filled at Assembly it
has since become vacant and urgently
needs to be filled. If you meet the
requirements please consider making
contact with me and putting yourself
forward. Jenny Hustler has completed
her term as Region Treasurer and was
elected as Australian Banker. Our
thanks go to Jenny for her wonderful
service to Region Ten.

Full details of service activities and
outcomes are in the Assembly final
report which service bodies/boards
and unaffiliated groups will have
received early January.

The Assembly is convened each year
so that Region Representatives,
Committees and the Board can gather
to review committee activities for the
previous year, and determine which
committees to elect for the coming year

The Outreach Committee reaches
out to loner OA members as well as
unaffiliated groups and is trying to link
loners in with their nearest OA service
body and encourage local members to
make contact.

The Finance and Fundraising
Committee keeps us informed of
Region Ten finances, produces
fundraisers and encourages us to hold
events and to dig deep so that we can
continue to carry the message,
contribute to the OA service structure
and to be self supporting.

The Internet Committee continues
to develop our Region Ten Website in
order to utilize its potential for support
to existing members as well as carrying
the message to newcomers. If you have
not checked out our website recently,
you can find it on www.oaregion10.org.

Our Archivist in Sydney stores
Region correspondence so that our
history is not lost. Contact the
Committee Chair if you would like

News Sheet aims to keep us
informed of happenings in our Region
throughout the year via three issues.

The following is a brief outline of our

to best serve the needs of theto best serve the needs of theto best serve the needs of theto best serve the needs of theto best serve the needs of the
fellowship in Region Ten.fellowship in Region Ten.fellowship in Region Ten.fellowship in Region Ten.fellowship in Region Ten.

current committees including their
role.
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Assembly passed two business
motions. The Convention Guidelines
(see our Policy Manual) were slightly
amended. The word ‘Taping’ was
replaced with ‘Recording’. Tapes or CD’s
may be used to record convention
workshops. The ‘Food requirements’
section was amended and is now titled
‘Catering’.

Each year Assembly determines
which Intergroup will be offered our
travel scholarship. This scholarship
provides up to $1,000 to assist a Region
Representative to attend Assembly.  At
the time of writing, Japan International
Intergroup is deciding whether or not
it will accept the offer of the travel
scholarship. Depending on their
response and the amount required, the
remaining funds will be offered to
another Intergroup that has not been
able to attend Assembly.

Intergroup will use the funds raised by
the annual appeal over the last two years
to assist them to send a Delegate to the
WSBC in May 2008.  We hope the
fund continues to be supported so that
similar assistance can be given to other
Intergroups or Unaffiliated Groups in
the future.  Contributions to this fund
are generated by an annual appeal as
mentioned and beyond the usual 7th

Tradition contributions.

The 2008 Assembly and
Convention will be hosted by Perth
Intergroup and is scheduled for the 24th

to 28th of September. I do encourage
as many people, service bodies/boards
or unaffiliated groups, if possible, to
attend.

Finally, Region Ten celebrates its
15th birthday on May 20th.

The first recipient of the Region Ten
–WSBC Delegate Fund was also voted
on by Assembly. This year Hamilton

more information. Full details of
Committee Chairs can be found in the
service directory at the rear of News
Sheet.

Yours in service,
Faith M.
Region Ten Chairperson

I am grateful for the opportunityI am grateful for the opportunityI am grateful for the opportunityI am grateful for the opportunityI am grateful for the opportunity
to serve and practiceto serve and practiceto serve and practiceto serve and practiceto serve and practice

“going to any lengths”“going to any lengths”“going to any lengths”“going to any lengths”“going to any lengths”
to strengthen the fellowshipto strengthen the fellowshipto strengthen the fellowshipto strengthen the fellowshipto strengthen the fellowship

and my recovery.and my recovery.and my recovery.and my recovery.and my recovery.

“Book covers have sold like hot cakes in Melbourne; $300 worth.“Book covers have sold like hot cakes in Melbourne; $300 worth.“Book covers have sold like hot cakes in Melbourne; $300 worth.“Book covers have sold like hot cakes in Melbourne; $300 worth.“Book covers have sold like hot cakes in Melbourne; $300 worth.
I have sewn them at times when I was feeling crazyI have sewn them at times when I was feeling crazyI have sewn them at times when I was feeling crazyI have sewn them at times when I was feeling crazyI have sewn them at times when I was feeling crazy

and it bought me back to the present moment.and it bought me back to the present moment.and it bought me back to the present moment.and it bought me back to the present moment.and it bought me back to the present moment.
Service works.Service works.Service works.Service works.Service works.

Hope you all are having many sane days.”Hope you all are having many sane days.”Hope you all are having many sane days.”Hope you all are having many sane days.”Hope you all are having many sane days.”
Lois
Melbourne Region Ten Representative
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COMMITTEE REPORTS

OUTREACH COMMITTEE REPORT

To date, the main focus of our Committee has been:
• our “Loner Link Up” task.
• We have created a “Loner Contact Letter” and a “Loner to Intergroup Allocation

Flier.”
• Both these documents underwent editing. They were then submitted to

the Region Ten Board for approval.  We received Board suggestions and
have made further changes to the contact letter and the committee
received Region Ten Board approval on the 13th February.

Additional activities have been:
• fielding single loner inquiries which have been directed to us from various

sources.

We have received our first “Loner” story for another of the tasks we’ve set
ourselves. Initially it was thought this story came from Aussie but further
investigation tracked the OA author to Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.

Yours in service
Richard A.
Region Ten Outreach Committee Chair

INTERNET COMMITTEE REPORT

to see what we can do simply to enhance the look and use of the Region Ten
site.  Also we want to make sure that the Region Ten
website is one of the earliest sites that appears when the
compulsive overeater is looking for support in our
Region. Currently we are at about 15th - with oa.org at
the top of the search!

Yours in Service
Jane, Sydney - Claire, Canterbury - Brad,Perth

After a very slow start on my part, most of the
foundation work for the five tasks to be completed by
the Internet Committee are well underway.

Bookmark www.oaregion10.org, and access it regularly over the next few
months to see more visual enhancements, more PI resources for our Region,
more personal shares on recovery. If you have any suggestions please email:
webmaster@oaregion10.org

Host: Perth OA Intergroup
Venue: St Joseph’s Retreat

“Penola by the Sea”
Address: 27 Penguin Roa, Safety Bay  6169

Western Australia
Contact: Rita +61 08 9276 1898

rogowsky@bigpond.com

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
REGION TEN

“Happy, Joyous and Free”“Happy, Joyous and Free”“Happy, Joyous and Free”“Happy, Joyous and Free”“Happy, Joyous and Free”

24th to  28th September 2008

ASSEMBLY & CONVENTION

Our primary focus this year is to create hand-over
documents to train others on editing and loading and
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INTERGROUP REPORTS

AUCKLAND INTERGROUP

Intergroup Positions: Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, Region 10
Representative, Infoline Co-ordinator, Special Events Co-ordinator, Newsletter
Editor, World Service Delegate, P I Committee.

Intergroup Meets: First Saturday of each month except January.

Approx number of members: 60

Number of groups: 8 Auckland
1 Northland (Whangarei)

Intergroup Activities/Highlights:

Auckland Intergroup kicked off the year enthusiastically.  In December 2007
we commenced an Intergroup inventory.  As a result, feedback from the groups
included the following suggestions:

Other Meetings: Auckland holds 2 meetings on Monday and Tuesday.
and a Newcomers Introduction to OA meeting, Wednesdays, 7pm to 7.30pm
followed by the Formal Discussion meeting.  Further 1 per day meetings are
held from Thursday to Sunday.

• Intergroup needs to better follow the Traditions.

• Publish events from all around New Zealand.

• Hold less frequent Intergroup meetings as a lot of OA members cannot
come on a Saturday afternoon every month.

• Spend more time on getting the word out to compulsive overeaters than
on some of the more repetitive business that is dealt with monthly.

• Review funds spent on WSO and Region Ten Conferences to see if they
could be better spent locally.

• Have an Intergroup meeting that focuses on topics relevant to groups
and recovery and less time on business.

• Thanks to the time spent by those in Intergroup Service positions.

• Would prefer some events to be scheduled on a day other than Saturday.

Resulting from the feedback the following changes are to take effect;

• Alternate Intergroup meetings will be devoted to a topic/workshop.
• The March Intergroup Meeting will focus on Traditions 1 and 2.
• The remaining 15 minutes of these Intergroup meetings will be devoted

to urgent business matters.
• An up coming Events Calendar was compiled and distributed  to groups

in order for them to better understand what Intergroup currently does
and offering the opportunity for members to make further suggestions.

• A Region Ten Representative position was filled. There was discussion
around the need to have 2 Reps – an experienced Rep. supporting a new
Rep. into the position in preparation to the possibility of one moving
into other levels of service.

Intergroup Issues:

• Some key Intergroup positions remain unfilled.
• On the upside, we have had members step forward and take on ‘acting’

roles as has happened with the Chairperson role.
• Longer term members either holding more than 1 position or rotating

out of one position into another vacant position.  This highlights a lack
of members who are either willing to take on roles at Intergroup level
or who do not yet meet the requirements to fill the positions.

Intergroup Successes:

• Public Information Plan and Budget for 2008 was passed. The funds will
go toward: 1. Paid advertisements in local newspapers to supplement

the community notices.
2. Mailing outs to doctors’ offices.
3. Donating OA 12 and 12 books to libraries.

• Regular PIC meetings are being held and we now have a Secretary for the
PIC committee.

• Speakers going to “rehab” facility 4 wkly, with good effect.
• A drive to organise a Retreat this year is in process.
• We have filled other key positions within Intergroup: Secretary and a

Special Events coordinator.
• Regular Intergroup attendance is approx 20% of our membership.  There

is always room for more, however, this is a great improvement on the past
few years.
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The following question for Region Ten from Auckland Intergroup was not
clearly answered from the ‘Ask it Basket.’

Yours in service
Thea F.
Auckland Region Ten Representative

Any feedback from the Region will be appreciated.

Q: What is OA’s response to the public awareness and high media profile regarding
 obesity?

BRISBANE INTERGROUP
Serving Qld & Northern N.S.W

Number of groups:  27 + 3 loners
Brisbane: 12 Gold Coast: 4,
Northern NSW: 2 Sunshine Coast: 1
Rockhampton: 2 Toowoomba: 1
Townsville: 1 Warwick: 1

Approx number of members: 105

Intergroup Meets: Excepting January, first Saturday of every month followed
by a regular OA meeting.

Intergroup Positions: Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, (Acting)
Treasurer, Region 10 Representative, Email Contact / Designated Downloader
& Meetings List Co-ordinator, Events Co-ordinator, Newsletter Co-ordinator,
Phone Co-ordinator, P I Co-ordinator, Tapes Co-ordinator.

Intergroup Activities/Highlights:

• AGM: 1st March, “It Works if you work it. What works for you?”
• OA Brisbane Convention: November (to be held on the Gold Coast)
• Holiday Season Strategies: December
• Visitation to Regional Groups: Toowoomba, Lawnton

Yours in service
Richard
Brisbane Intergroup Representative

PERTH INTERGROUP

Intergroup Issues:

Intergroup Activities/Highlights:

Intergroup Positions: Chair, Treasurer, Secretary, Literature rep, Region Ten
rep, Loners Rep, Twelfth Step Within Rep, PI Rep, CD/Tape Rep, Temporary
Sponsor Rep.

Intergroup Meets: Perth Office, 3rd Sunday
of each month at 3.30pm

Approx number of members: 60

Number of groups: 5

• We are about to hold a Retreat at the “Penola by the Sea” venue which will
be held 28th to 30th March at Safety Bay in Perth. This is the same venue we will
use to hold the Assembly/Convention in September, so we are hoping to enjoy
ourselves in fellowship and test the venue for any unknown issues.

• We just had a “Brown Book drive”. We all donated money for a box of
Brown Books and donated them to local libraries. We found that project very
successful and rewarding.

• Our most recent new meeting venue in Midland is starting to boom; it
has a strong core of members and attracts a lot of newcomers.

Yours in service
Brad H.
Perth Region Ten Representative

• Perth Intergroup is currently involved with organising the Region Ten
Assembly/Convention for 2008; we are quite active in this area at the moment.

•  Having issues with maintaining Country meetings recently, our Loners
Rep is working hard. We are planning a “Meeting on Wheels” in May, which we
hope will bring some of our city members to the country to show our support.
We hold these a couple of times a year and find them great exercises in
Fellowship. We usually don’t have many country members attend “but we stay
abstinent”.
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WELLINGTON INTERGROUP

• Advertised on radio
• Had A3 posters up for two weeks on city buses
• Continued to put up tear-off flyers around the city
• Placed business cards in doctors’ surgeries
• Contacted Citizens’ Advice Bureaus
• Held a mini-convention to celebrate Region Ten’s birthday with an out-

of-town speaker
• Made regular twelve step calls to newcomers
• Changed the day and time of Intergroup meeting
• Made contributions to Region Ten and World Service.

Intergroup Issues:

• Intergroup Office holders tend to have more than one service position
• Three outlying meetings (Palmerston North, Levin and Otaki) have closed
• Numbers have dwindled in the Public Information Committee.

Intergroup Positions: Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, Region Ten
Rep., Public Information Co-ordinator, Literature Officer/Tape Librarian,
Answerphone Co-ordinator.

Intergroup Meets: 2nd Wednesday of the
month - 7.30pm, St Andrew’s Church,
30 The Terreace, Wellington

Approx number of members: 20

Number of groups: 5

Intergroup Activities/Highlights:

Yours in service
Esther
Wellington Region Ten Representative

Always
to extend the hand and heart of OA

to all who share my compulsion;
for this I am responsible.

 

My Higher Power led me to OA 10 months ago. From the moment I
walked through doors I knew I was in the right place; I was home.I was home.I was home.I was home.I was home.

For the first few months I kept dipping my toes into the OA way of life
and enjoyed brief periods of abstinence until our group decided to start a
Steps Workshop. I was blessed with firstly a Steps sponsor and then a food
sponsor who have shown me my Higher Power’s will for me.  I needed to put
my life on hold to work the program. In the beginning I said; “Only do 5
things per day! But I am depended on. I have many work and life commitments. I
don’t have the time to slow down!”

We had a lovely lighting of the candle ceremony to celebrate reaching
Step 3, making a commitment to our own Higher Power and to each other
to continue on to Step 4.  Like everyone, I had accumulated a lot of baggage
in my fifty years; I had a lot of resentments.  After I started on Step 5 with
the help of my sponsor I began to see the part that I had played and how I
had contributed to my life’s baggage and shortcomings.

Through my Higher Power’s guidance I decided that recovery had to come
before everything else. At first that was hard; slowing down. I had always
tried controlling my life at break neck speed to the detriment of my physical,
emotional and spiritual needs. My abstinence became much more constant
as I attended 4 to 5 meetings a week, read lots of OA books and literature,
began using a food plan, and used the phone to call my sponsors and others
in the fellowship. I even started doing service.

How badly did I want recovery?How badly did I want recovery?How badly did I want recovery?How badly did I want recovery?How badly did I want recovery?

Deborah
North Adelaide, South Australia

Oh, the serenity that came with the hard work!Oh, the serenity that came with the hard work!Oh, the serenity that came with the hard work!Oh, the serenity that came with the hard work!Oh, the serenity that came with the hard work!

As I did the Steps with my sponsor I learnt that each Step has a spiritual
principle attached to it. Service is the principle that goes with Step 12 but I
was encouraged to do service from the beginning. At first I helped set up the
room and soon found myself in charge of tea and coffee and later, I took
other positions, most recently I am Intergroup rep for my group. What I
found was that the responsibility to “bring the milk” was often enough to get
me to the meeting. Service has kept me involved in OA in a very real way.

As I continue further along my journey I know I have the love of my
Higher Power and the Fellowship and I am filled with hope, love and gratitude.
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SERVICE BODIES CONTACT DETAILS

JAPAN
Japan International Intergroup
CPO Box 619
Tokyo 100 8692
Email: Intergroup1@oatokyo.org
Website: www.oatokyo.org

AUSTRALIA
Adelaide Intergroup
PO Box 206
Unley
South Australia 5061
Telephone: (+61 8) 8224 0500

NEW ZEALAND

Wellington Intergroup
PO Box 5332
Wellington
Telephone: (+64 4) 384 8821
Email: Wellington@OARegion10.org

Dunedin Intergroup
PO Box 6476
Dunedin
Telephone: (+64 3) 477 2255

Canterbury Intergroup
PO Box 2451
Christchurch
Telephone: (+64 3) 365 3812
Email: Canterburyoa@yahoo.com

Hamilton Intergroup
PO Box 19128
Hamilton Central
Hamilton 2001
Telephone: (+64 7) 839 1599
Email: Hamilton@OARegion10.org

Auckland Intergroup
PO Box 90380
Auckland Mail Centre
Auckland
Telephone: (+64 9) 376 3068

Sydney Intergroup
PO Box 35
Dulwich Hill
New South Wales 2203
Telephone: (+61 2) 9518 3004
Email: Sydney@OARegion10.org
Website: www.oasydney.org

Perth Intergroup
Overeaters Anonymous
2 Delhi Street, West Perth
Western Australia 6005
Telephone: (+61 8) 9420 7254
Email: Perth@OARegion10.org

Melbourne Intergroup
GPO Box 1102J
Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Telephone: (+61 3) 9521 3696
Email: admin@oa.org.au
Website: oa.org.au

Brisbane Intergroup
PO Box 15015
City East, Brisbane
Queensland 4002
Telephone: (+61 7) 3229 6977
Email: Brisbane@OARegion10.org

Aoraki Intergroup
Waihi Bush
83 Burdon Road
21 RD Geraldine, South Canterbury
Email: lorina@ihug.co.nz

Japanese Language Service Board
CPO Box 619
Tokyo 100 8692

Intergroup Chairs/Secretaries:
Please keep these details up-to-date by

advising the Region Secretary and
World Service Office of any changes.

Find a meeting near 
you at  www.oa.org  

Email: info@oaregion10.org 

Overeaters Anonymous (OA) is a fellowship of
individuals who, through shared experience, strength and
hope, are recovering from compulsive overeating. We
welcome everyone who wants to stop eating compulsively.
There are no dues or fees for members; we are self-
supporting through our own contributions, neither
soliciting nor accepting outside donations. OA is not
affiliated with any public or private organization,
political movement, ideology or religious doctrine; we
take no position on outside issues.  Our primary purpose
is to abstain from compulsive overeating and to carry
this message of recovery to those who still suffer.

OA Region Ten includes countries and territories in
Australia, the Far East, New Zealand, South East Asia
and the Western Pacific Basin.

Disclaimer: Region Ten News Sheet expresses the views and experience of OAers recovering
in all parts of Region Ten.  Opinions expressed in News Sheet are not to be attributed to
Region Ten or to OA as a whole, and publication of any article does not imply endorsement
by Region Ten, Region Ten News Sheet or Overeaters Anonymous, except where so indicated.

5 - 11 MAY 2008
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS

WORLD SERVICE BUSINESS CONFERENCE
Albuquerque,

New Mexico, USA
Check the OA World Service Office website at:

http://www.oa.org/ws_business_conf.html.

EVENTS CALENDAR

S E R E N I T Y
P R A Y E R

“God,

grant me the

C O U R A G E
to change the things I can,

and

W I S D O M
to know the difference.”

S E R E N I T Y
to accept the things I

cannot change,

24 - 28 SEPT 2008
Region Ten

ASSEMBLY & CONVENTION
PERTH, W.A.

“““““Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”


